
NVo3 1 st  Interim meeting: 09/11/14 
 
  
Minutes: 
 
General Discussion: 
- Everyone should be on mute when they join. 
- Welcome to first of three interim meeting 
- The meeting is recorded and will be shared with t he group 
- Various logistics were discussed to better handle  the virtual meeting. 
- Linda has a scheduling conflict, so, may not have  her presentation in 
todays schedule. 
 
#1 Charter Discussion: 
- WGLC was made for the updated charter. 
- Received various comments. Few of important comme nts will be addressed 
 
Comment 1: 
- Received comments from Thomas to remove certain t erms like 
optimization, management etc from para #1. 
- Proposed resolution is to remove Optimization fro m the charter. 
- Lucy gave her ack for the change. 
 
Comment 2: 
- Clarify Logically centralized 
- Benson proposed that we should rely on PS, FW, et c. for clarification, 
but leave the text as it is. 
 
Comment 3: 
- Clarification on use of end device and NVE 
- Proposed resolution is to leave as it is.  There could be some 
ambiguity but it is better to leave like that. 
 
Thomas> For the point #1, NVE has to do management and security but we 
are not doing. As it creates unwanted attention, wa nt it to be removed. 
But better to say, it will address these topics. 
 
Benson> Will talk it through with Alia. 
Alia> Makes sense to me to. 
 
Thomas> Why are we using end device instead of host  
Benson> End device refers to physical device.  
Lucy> We could clarify in the arch doc. 
 
- There was lot of discussion of end-device NVE con trol plane protocol is 
for split NVE protocol.  
 
- Suggested that, at this stage not to narrow down the choices but keep 
the broader sense for scope of the work, which coul d be done.  
 
Thomas> concern is about the arch, which will have impact on the 
chartered items.  
Thomas> End device NVE protocol should be option as  it only applies in 
split NVE case. 



 
- The discussion is about to work on protocol or de scribe mechanism.  
- Benson proposed that protocols should fulfill the  mechanism for end 
device NVEÕ. 
- Benson to post the charter with updates and Alia could take it up with 
IESG. 
- Benson and Alia have advised WG participate and g et the work done and 
use the interim meetings to speed up the work. 
 
- Chartered items with milestones do not correspond  to a draft.  
 
Lucy> Is OAM and management the same or will have s eparate milestone? 
Benson> Will take a look at it. 
 
#2 Use Case Ð Lucy: 
There are three use cases described in this doc. Pr ovided details about 
each use case. 
 
Want to make WG LC soon. 
 
Tom H> Where does the use cases for single tenant b ut multiple virtual 
networks fall? 
Lucy> VN within same tenant could talk, but differe nt tenants VN do not. 
 
      
 
 
 


